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Abstrat. Most HPC systems are lusters of shared memory nodes.Parallel programming must ombine the distributed memory paralleliza-tion on the node inter-onnet with the shared memory parallelizationinside of eah node. This paper introdues several programming mod-els for hybrid systems. It fouses on programming methods that anahieve optimal inter-node ommuniation bandwidth and on the hybridMPI+OpenMP approah and its programming rules. The ommunia-tion behavior is ompared with the pure MPI programming paradigmand with RDMA and NUMA based programming models.Keywords. OpenMP, MPI, Hybrid Parallel Programming, Threads andMPI, HPC.1 MotivationToday, most systems in high performane omputing (HPC) are lusters of SMP(symmetri multi-proessor) nodes, i.e., they are hybrid arhitetures, sharedmemory systems are inside of eah node, and a distributed memory parallel(DMP) system is aross the node boundaries. To ahieve a minimal paralleliza-tion overhead, often a hybrid programming model is proposed, e.g., OpenMP[21℄ or automati ompiler based thread parallelization inside of eah SMP node,and message passing (e.g., with MPI [16℄) on the node interonnet. Another of-ten used programming model is the at and pure massively parallel proessing(MPP) MPI model, where separate single-threaded MPI proesses are runningon eah CPU. Using the hybrid programming model instead of the MPP-MPImodel has the advantage that there is no message passing overhead inside of eahSMP node, beause the threads an aess the data provided by other threadsdiretly by aessing the shared memory instead of passing the data through amessage.The hybrid MPI+OpenMP programming model is already used in manyappliations, but often there is only a small bene�t as, e.g., reported with thelimate model alulations of one of the Gordon Bell Prize �nalists at SC 2001[14℄, or sometimes losses are reported ompared to the MPP-MPI model, e.g.,as shown with an disrete element modelling algorithm in [12℄.



2 WOMPEI 2002, May 15, Kansai, JapanOne of the major drawbaks of the hybrid MPI-OpenMP programming modelis based on a very simple usage of this hybrid approah: If the MPI routines areinvoked only outside of parallel regions, all threads exept the master thread aresleeping while the MPI routines are exeuted.This paper will disuss this phenomenon and other hybrid MPI-OpenMPprogramming strategies. In Set. 2, an overview on hybrid programming modelsis given. Set. 3 shows di�erent methods to ombine MPI and OpenMP. Furtherrules on hybrid programming are disussed in Set. 4. Pure MPI an also be usedon hybrid arhitetures, as shown Set. 5. Set. 6 presents the results of a par-allel ommuniation benhmark. Set. 7 ompares the MPI based programmingmodels with major shared and virtual shared memory models.2 Programming Models on Hybrid ArhiteturesThe available programming models depend on the type of luster hardware. Ifthe node interonnet allows ahe-oherent or non-ahe-oherent non-uniformmemory aess (NUMA and nNUMA), i.e., if the memory aess insideof eah SMP node and aross the luster interonnet is implemented by thesame instrutions, then one an use programming models whih need a sharedmemory aess aross the whole luster. This inludes OpenMP on the wholeluster, usage of nested parallelism inside of OpenMP, but also OpenMP withluster extensions, that are primarily based on a �rst touh mehanism [11℄ oron data distribution extensions [15℄. These luster extensions may also bene�tfrom the availability of software based shared virtual memory (SVM) [5, 25, 26℄.At NASA/Ames, a hybrid approah was developed. The parallelization is or-ganized in two levels: The upper level is proess based, and in the lower leveleah proess is multi-threaded with OpenMP. The proesses are using a For-tran wrapper around the System V shared memory module shm, that allows tofork the proesses, to initialize a shared memory segment, to assoiate portionsof this segment with Cray pointer based array in eah proess, and to make abarrier synhronization over all proesses. This system is named as Multi LevelParallelism (MLP) and it allows very exible, dynami and simple way of loadbalaning: At eah start of a parallel region inside of eah MLP proess, the num-ber of threads, i.e., the number of used CPUs, may be adapted [8℄. AlthoughMLP is a proprietary method of NASA/Ames, the programming style based onshm is non-proprietary.If the node interonnet requires di�erent methods for aessing loal andluster-wide memory, but if there are remote diret memory aess (RDMA)methods available, i.e., if one node an aess the memory of another nodewithout interation of a CPU on that node, then further programming methodsare available: Suh systems an be programmed with Co-Array Fortran [20℄ orUni�ed Parallel C (UPC) [7, 9℄. In Co-Array Fortran, the aess to an array ofanother proess or thread is done by using an additional trailing array subsriptin square brakets addressing that proess or thread. Both language extensionsan also be used to program lusters of SMP nodes, beause they neither add



Rolf Rabenseifner: Communiation Bandwidth on Hybrid Arhitetures 3a message passing overhead nor the overhead of additional opies. A key issuefor a more widespread usage of UPC and Co-Array Fortran is the availabilityof (portable) ommpiling systems for a wide range of platforms with a leardevelopment path to ahieve an optimal performane, as it was presented forMPI by the early MPICH implementation [10℄. Another approah to use theRDMA hardware is based on one-sided ommuniation, e.g., in Cray's shmemlibrary or in MPI-2 [17℄. These library-based methods allow to store (feth)data to (from) the memory of another proess in a SPMD environment. Theshmem library was ported by many vendors to their systems. All programmingmodels available for RDMA-lass node-interonnet are also usable on NUMA-lass interonnets.The third lass of hardware supports neither NUMA aess nor RDMA. Onlypure message passing is available on the node-interonnet. Programming mod-els designed for this lass of hardware have the major advantage that they areappliable to all other already mentioned lasses. This paper fouses on this typeof hardware. The ommonly aepted standard for message passing between thenodes is the Message Passing Interfae (MPI) [16, 17℄. The major programmingstyles are pure MPI, i.e., the MPP model that uses eah CPU for one MPI pro-ess, and hybrid models, e.g., MPI on the node-interonnet and OpenMP orautomati or semi-automati ompiler based thread-parallelization inside of eahSMP node. Inside of eah node mainly two di�erent SMP parallelization strate-gies are used: (a) A oarse-grain SPMD-style parallelization similar to the workdistribution betwen the proesses in a message passing program is applied; thismethod allows a similar omputational eÆieny as with the pure MPI paral-lelization; the eÆieny of the ommuniation is a major fator in the omparaneof this hybrid approah with the pure MPI solution. The present paper is fousedon the ommuniation aspets. (b) A �ne-grained SMP parallelization is donein an inremental e�ort of parallelizing loops inside of the MPI proesses. TheeÆieny of suh hybrid solution depends on both, the eÆieny of the ompu-tation (Amdahl's law must be onsidered on both levels of parallelization) andof the ommuniation, as shown in [6℄ for the NAS parallel benhmarks. Di�er-ent SMP parallelization strategies in the hybrid model are also studied in [27℄.High-Performane Fortran (HPF) is also available on lusters of SMPs. In [3℄,HPF based on hybrid MPI+OpenMP is ompared with pure MPI.3 MPI and Thread-Based ParallelizationThis model was already addressed by the MPI-2 Forum in Set. 8.7 MPI andThreads in [17℄. For hybrid programming, the MPI-1 routine MPI Init() shouldbe substituted by a all to MPI Init threads() whih has the input argumentnamed required to de�ne whih thread-support the appliation requests fromthe MPI library, and the output argument provided whih is used by the MPIlibrary to tell the appliation whih thread-support is available. MPI librariesmay support the following thread-ategories (higher ategories are supersets ofall lower ones):



4 WOMPEI 2002, May 15, Kansai, JapanT0 { No thread-support, represented provided=MPI THREAD SINGLE.T1a { The MPI proess may be multi-threaded but only the master threadmay all MPI routinesAND only while the other threads do not exist, i.e., paral-lel threads reated by a parallel region must be destroyed before an MPI routineis alled. This lass is not mentioned in the MPI standard and an MPI librarysupporting this lass (and not more) must also return provided=MPI THREADSINGLE beause of the lak of this de�nition in the MPI-2 standard1.T1b { The de�nition T1a is relaxed in the sense, that more than one threadmay exist during the all of MPI routines, but all threads exept the masterthread must sleep, i.e., must be bloked in some OpenMP synhronization. Asin T1a, an MPI library supporting T1b but not more must also return pro-vided=MPI THREAD SINGLE.T2 { Only the master thread will make alls to MPI routines. The otherthreads may run other appliation ode while the master thread alls an MPIroutine. This is allowed if the MPI library returns a value greater or equal toMPI THREAD FUNNELED in provided.T3 { Multiple threads may make MPI-alls, but only one thread may exeutean MPI routine at a time. This requires provided�MPI THREAD SERIALIZED.T4 { Multiple threads may all MPI without any restritions. This hybridprogramming style is available when provided=MPI THREAD MULTIPLE wasreturned.The onstants are monotoni, i.e.,MPI THREAD SINGLE � MPI THREAD FUNNELED � ... .Usually, the appliation annot distinguish whether an OpenMP paralleliza-tion needs T1 or T2 to allow alls to MPI routines outside of OpenMP parallelregions, beause it is not de�ned, whether at the end of a parallel region the teamof threads is sleeping or is destroyed. And usually, this ategory is hosen, whenthe MPI routines are alled outside of parallel regions. Therefore, one shouldsummarize the ases T1a and T1b to only one ase:T1 { The MPI proess may be multi-threaded but only the master threadmay all MPI routinesAND only outside of parallel regions (in ase of OpenMP)or outside of parallelized ode (if automati parallelization is used). We de�nehere an additional onstant THREAD MASTERONLY with a value betweenMPI THREAD SINGLE and MPI THREAD FUNNELED.4 Rules with hybrid programmingT1 is the most simple hybrid programming model with MPI and OpenMP, be-ause MPI routines may be alled only outside of parallel regions. The new aheoherene rules in OpenMP 2.0 guarantee, that the outome of an MPI routineis visible to all threads in a subsequent parallel region2, and that the outomeof all threads of a parallel region is visible to a subsequent MPI routine.1 This may be solved in the revision 2.1 of the MPI standard.2 There is still a lak in the draft from Nov. 2001 for the C language binding



Rolf Rabenseifner: Communiation Bandwidth on Hybrid Arhitetures 5T2 an be ahieved by surrounding the all to the MPI routine with theOMP MASTER and OMP END MASTER diretives inside of a parallel region.One must be very areful, beause OMP MASTER does not imply an automatibarrier synhronization or an automati ahe ush either at the entry to or atthe exit from the master setion. If the appliation wants to send data omputedin the previous parallel region or wants to reeive data into a bu�er that wasalso used in the previous parallel region (e.g., to use the data reeived in theprevious iteration), then a barrier with implied ahe ush is neessary prior toalling the MPI routine, i.e., prior to the master setion. If the data or bu�er isalso used in the parallel region after the exit of the MPI routine and its mastersetion, then also a barrier is neessary after the exit of the master setion. Ifboth barriers must be done, then while the master thread is exeuting the MPIroutine, all other threads are sleeping, i.e., we are going bak to the ase T1b.T3 an be ahieved by using the OMP SINGLE diretive, whih has animplied barrier only at the exit (unless NOWAIT is spei�ed). Here again, thesame problems as with T2 must be taken into aount.These problems with T2 and T3 arise, beause the ommuniation needsmust be funneled from all threads to one thread (an arbitrary thread in T3, andthe master thread in T2). Only T4 allows a diret message passing from eahthread in one node to eah thread in another node.Based on these reasons and beause T1 is available on nearly all lusters,most hybrid and portable parallelization is using only the programming shemedesribed in T1. This paper will evaluate this hybrid model by omparing it withthe non-hybrid model desribed in the next setion.5 MPP-MPI on hybrid arhiteturesUsing a pure MPI model, the luster must be viewed as a hybrid ommuniationnetwork with typially fast ommuniation paths inside of eah SMP node andslower paths between the nodes. It is important to implement a good mappingof the ommuniation paths used by appliation to the hybrid ommuniationnetwork of the luster. The MPI standard de�nes virtual topologies for thispurpose, but the optimization algorithm isn't yet implemented in most MPIimplementations. Therefore, in most ases, it is important to hoose a goodranking in MPI COMM WORLD. E.g., on a Hitahi SR8000, the MPI libraryallows two di�erent ranking shemes, round robin (ranks 0, N, 2*N, ... on node 0;ranks 1, N+1, 2*N+1, ... on node 1, ...; with N=number of nodes) and sequential(rank 0{7 on node 0, ranks 8{15 on node 1, ...), and the user has to deide whihsheme may �t better to the ommuniation needs of his appliation.The MPP-MPI programming model implies additional message transfers dueto the higher number of MPI proesses and higher number of boundaries. Let usonsider, for example, a 3-dimensional artesian domain deomposition. Eah do-main may have to transfer boundary information to its neighbors in all six arte-sian diretions ("# �! .%). Bringing this model on a luster with 8-way SMPnodes, on eah node, we should exeute the domains belonging to a 2�2�2 ube.



6 WOMPEI 2002, May 15, Kansai, JapanDomain-to-domain ommunation ours as node-to-node (inter-node) ommu-niation and as intra-node ommuniation between the domains inside of eahube. Hereby, eah domain has 3 neighbors inside the ube and 3 neighborsoutside, i.e., in the inter-node and the intra-node ommuniation the amountof transferred bytes should be equivalent. If we ompare this MPP-MPI modelwith a hybrid model, assuming that the domains (in the MPP-MPI model) ineah 2�2�2 ube are ombined to a super-domain in the hybrid model, thenthe amount of data transferred on the node-interonnet should be the same inboth models. This implies, that in the MPP-MPI model, the total amount oftransferred bytes (inter-node plus intra-node) will be twie the number of bytesin the hybrid model. This result is independent from the way, the inner-nodeparallelization is implemented in the hybrid model, i.e., whether it is done in aoarse grained domain deomposition style or as �ne grained loop parallelism.6 Benhmark ResultsThe following benhmark results will ompare the ommuniation behavior ofthe hybrid MPI+OpenMP model with the pure MPP-MPI model. Based on thedomain deomposition senario disussed in the last setion, we ompare thebandwidth of both models and the ratio of the total ommuniation time pre-suming that in the MPP-MPI model, the total amount of transferred data istwie the amount in the hybrid model. The benhmark was done on a HitahiSR8000 with 16 nodes from whih 12 nodes are available for MPI parallel appli-ations. Eah node has 8 CPUs. The e�etive ommuniation benhmark b e�is used [13, 22, 23℄. It aumulates the ommuniation bandwidth values of theommuniation done by eah MPI proess. To determine the bandwidth of eahproess, the maximum time needed by all proesses is used, i.e., this benhmarkmodels an appliation behavior, where the node with the slowest ommuniationontrols the real exeution time. To ompare both models, we use the followingmetris:{ b e� { the aumulated bandwidth average for several ring and randompatterns;{ 3-d-yli-Lmax { a 3-dimensional yli ommuniation pattern with 6neighbors for eah MPI proess; the bandwidth is measured with 8 MBmessages.{ 3-d-yli-avg { same, but an average of 21 di�erent message sizes.For eah metris, the following rows are presented in Tab. 1:{ bhybrid, the aumulated bandwidth b for the hybrid model measured with a1-threaded MPI proess on eah node (12 MPI proesses),{ and in parentheses the same bandwidth per node,{ bMPP , the aumulated bandwidth for the MPP-MPI model (96 MPI pro-esses with sequential ranking in MPI COMM WORLD),{ and in parentheses the same bandwidth per proess,



Rolf Rabenseifner: Communiation Bandwidth on Hybrid Arhitetures 7b e� 3-d-yli-Lmax 3-d-yli-avgbhybrid [MB/s℄ 1535 5638 1604(per node) [MB/s℄ (128) (470) (134)bMPP [MB/s℄ 5299 18458 5000(per proess) [MB/s℄ (55) (192) (52)bMPP =bhybrid (measured) 3.45 3.27 3.12sMPP =shybrid (assumed) 2 2 2Thybrid=TMPP (onluding) 1.73 1.64 1.56Table 1. Comparing the hybrid and the MPP ommuniation needs.{ bMPP =bhybrid, the ratio of aumulated MPP bandwidth and aumulatedhybrid bandwidth,{ Thybrid=TMPP , the ratio of exeution times T , assuming that total size s ofthe transferred data in the MPP model is twie of the size in the hybridmodel, i.e., sMPP =shybrid = 2, as shown in Set.5.Note, that this omparison was done with no speial optimized topologymapping in the MPP model. The result shows, that the MPP ommuniationmodel is faster than the ommuniation in the hybrid model. There are at leasttwo reasons: (1) In the hybrid model, all ommuniation was done by the masterthread while the other threads were inative; (2) One thread is not able tosaturate the total inter-node bandwidth that is available for eah node.This ommuniation behavior may be a major reason when an appliation isrunning faster in the MPP model than in the hybrid model.7 ComparisonThe omparison in this paper fouses on bandwidth aspets, i.e., how to ahievea major perentage of the physial inter-node network bandwidth with variousparallel programming models.7.1 Hybrid MPI+OpenMP versus pure MPIAlthough the benhmark results in the last setion show a lear advantage of theMPP model, there are also advantages of the hybrid model. In the hybrid modelthere is no ommuniation overhead inside of a node. The message size of theboundary information of one proess may be larger (although the total amountof ommuniation data is redued). This redues lateny based overheads inthe inter-node ommuniation. The number of MPI proesses is redued. Thismay ause a better speedup based on Amdahl's law and may ause a fasteronvergene if, e.g., the parallel implementation of a multigrid numeris is onlyomputed on a partial grid. To redue the MPI overhead by ommuniatingonly through one thread, the MPI ommuniation routines should be relievedby unneessary loal work, e.g., onatenation of data should be better done



8 WOMPEI 2002, May 15, Kansai, Japanby opying the data to a srath bu�er with a thread-parallelized loop, insteadof using derived MPI datatypes. MPI redution operations an be split intothe inter-node ommuniation part and the loal redution part by using user-de�ned operations, but a loal thread-based parallelization of these operationsmay ause problems beause these threads are running while an MPI routinemay ommuniate.Hybrid programming is often done in two di�erent ways: (a) the domaindeomposition is used for the inter-node parallelization with MPI and also forthe intra-node parallelization with OpenMP, i.e., in both ases, a oarse grainedparallelization is used. (b) The intra-node parallelization is implemented as a�ne grained parallelization, e.g., mainly as loop parallelization. The seond asealso allows automati intra-node parallelization by the ompiler, but Amdahl'slaw must be onsidered independently for both parallelizations.If the other appliation threads do not sleep while the master thread is om-muniating with MPI then ommuniation time Thybrid in Tab. 1 ounts only theeighth (a node has 8 CPUs on the SR8000) beause only one instead of 1 (a-tive) plus 7 (idling) CPUs is ommuniating. In this hybrid programming style,the fator Thybrid=TMPP must be redued to the eighth, i.e. from about 1.6 toabout 0.2. But in this ase, the appliation must implement a load balaningalgorithm to guarantee that the load on the ommuniating master thread isequal to the load on the other threads. This means that minimal transfer timean be ahieved with the hybrid model, but at the osts of implementing anoptimal load balaning between the thread(s) that omputes and ommuniatesand those threads that only ompute.7.2 MPI versus Remote Memory AessNow, we ompare the MPI based models with the NUMA or RDMA basedmodels. To aess data on another node with MPI, the data must be opied toa loal memory loation (so alled halo or shadow) by message passing, beforeit an be loaded into the CPU. Usually all neessary data should be transferredin one large message instead of using several short messages. Then, the transferspeed is dominated by the asymptoti bandwidth of the network, e.g., as reportedfor 3-d-yli-Lmax in Tab. 1 per node (470 MB/s) or per proess (192 MB/s).With NUMA or RDMA, the data an be loaded diretly from the remote memoryloation into the CPU. This may imply short aesses, i.e., the aess is latenybound. Although the NUMA or RDMA lateny is usually 10 times shorter thanthe message passing lateny, the total transfer speed may be worse. E.g., [8℄reports on a NUMA system a lateny of 0.33{1�s, whih implies a bandwidthof only 8{24 MB/s for a 8 byte data. This e�et an be eliminated if the ompilerhas implemented a remote pre-fething strategy as desribed in [18℄, but thismethod is still not used in all ompilers.The remote memory aess an also be optimized by bu�ering or pipeliningthe data that must be transferred. This approah may be hard to automate, andurrent OpenMP ompiler researh already studies the bandwidth optimizationon SMP lusters [24℄, but it an be easily implemented as an diretive-based



Rolf Rabenseifner: Communiation Bandwidth on Hybrid Arhitetures 9Aess method opies remarks bandwidth b(message size)2-sided MPI 2 internal MPI bu�er b1=(1 + b1Tlatsize ), e.g.,+ appliation reeive bu�er 300MB/s / (1 + 300MB=s�10 �s10 kB )+ appliation reeive bu�er = 232MB/s1-sided MPI 1 appliation reeive bu�er same formula,but probably better b1 and TlatUPC, 1 page based transfer extremely poorCo-Array Fortran, 0 word based aess 8 byte / Tlat,HPF, e.g., 8 byte / 0.33 �s = 24MB/sOpenMP with 0 lateny hiding with pre-feth b1luster extensions 1 lateny hiding with bu�ering see 1-sided ommuniationTable 2. Memory opies from remote memory to loal CPU register.optimization tehnique: The appliation thread an de�ne the (remote) data itwill use in the next simulation step and the ompiled OpenMP ode an pre-feth the whole remote part of the data with a bandwidth-optimized transfermethod. Table 2 summarizes this omparison.7.3 Parallelization and CompilationMajor advantages of OpenMP based programming are that the appliation anbe inrementally parallelized and that one still has a single soure for serialand parallel ompilation. On a luster of SMPs, the major disadvantages are,that OpenMP has a at memory model and that it does not know bu�eredtransfers to reah the asymptoti network bandwidth. But, as already mentioned,these problems an be solved by tiny additional diretives, like the proposedmigration and memory-pinning diretives in [11℄, and additional diretives thatallow a ontiguous transfer of the whole boundary information between eahsimulation step. Those diretives are optimization features that do not modifythe basi OpenMp model, as this would be done with diretives to de�ne afull HPF-like user-direted data distribution (as in [11, 15℄). Another lak in theurrent OpenMP standard is the absene of a strategy of ombining automatiparallelization with OpenMP parallelization, although this is implemented in anon-standardized way in nearly all OpenMP ompilers. This problem an besolved, e.g., by adding diretives to de�ne sopes where the ompiler is allowedto automatially parallelize the ode, e.g., similar to the parallel region, one ande�ne an autoparallel region. Usual rules for nested parallelism an apply, i.e., aompiler an de�ne that it annot handle nested parallelism.An OpenMP-based parallel programming model for SMP-lusters should beusable for both, �ne grained loop parallelization, and oarse grained domaindeomposition. There should be a lear path from MPI to suh an OpenMPluster programming model with a performane that should not be worse thanwith pure MPI or hybrid MPI+OpenMP.



10 WOMPEI 2002, May 15, Kansai, JapanIt is also important to have a good ompilation strategy that allows the devel-opment of well optimizing ompilers on any ombination of proessor, memoryaess, and network hardware. The MPI based approahes, espeially the hybridMPI+OpenMP approah, learly separate remote from loal memory aess op-timization. The remote aess is optimized by the MPI library, and the loalmemory aess must be improved by the ompiler. Suh separation is realized,e.g., in the NANOS projet OpenMP ompiler [2, 19℄. The separation of loal andremote aess optimization may be more essential than the hane of ahievinga zero-lateny by remote pre-fething (Tab. 2) with diret ompiler generatedinstrutions for remote data aess. Pre-fething an also be done via maros orlibrary alls in the input for the loal (OpenMP) ompiler.8 ConlusionFor many parallel appliations on hybrid systems, it is important to ahievea high ommuniation bandwidth between the proesses on the node-to-nodeinter-onnet. On suh arhitetures, the standard programming models of SMPor MPP systems do not longer �t well. The rules for hybrid MPI+OpenMP pro-gramming and the benhmark results in this paper show that a hybrid approahis not automatially the best solution if the ommuniation is funnelled by themaster thread and long message sizes an be used. The MPI based parallel pro-gramming models are still the major paradigm on HPC platforms. OpenMPwith further optimization features for lusters of SMPs and bandwidth baseddata transfer on the node interonnet have a hane to ahieve a similar per-formane together with an inremental parallelization approah, but only if theurrent SMP model is enhaned by features that allow an optimization of thetotal tra�, e.g., with an user-direted optimization of page migration. and byfeatures for lateny-hiding, e.g., by allowing a user-direted transfer of the totalboundary all at one.9 Future WorkIn the future, we also want to examine hybrid programming models based onaspets of lateny and lateny-hiding, espeially in ombination with vetoriz-ing odes. Optimization of hybrid MPI+OpenMP programming will be donewith thread-parallel MPI tehniques and ompared with topology-optimizednon-hybrid MPI parallelization. To evaluate luster programming models, wewant to ompare proposed distributed OpenMP extensions [11, 15℄ with fullythread-parallel MPI and hybrid MPI+OpenMP solutions varying the hunk sizesand luster parameters to examine the inuene of lateny and bandwidth of lo-al and remote memory aesses. The work should be a basis to study and tooptimize MPI-based parallelization libraries on hybrid systems.If OpenMP with the desribed luster extensions should be used as a basiprogramming onept, it is important, that an automati analysis of the re-
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